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We describe in this paper a system for exact inference with relational Bayesian networks as
deﬁned in the publicly available Primula tool. The system is based on compiling propositional
instances of relational Bayesian networks into arithmetic circuits and then performing online infer-
ence by evaluating and diﬀerentiating these circuits in time linear in their size. We report on exper-
imental results showing successful compilation and eﬃcient inference on relational Bayesian
networks, whose Primula-generated propositional instances have thousands of variables, and whose
jointrees have clusters with hundreds of variables.
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Relational probabilistic models extend Bayesian network models by representing
objects, their attributes, and their relations with other objects. The standard approach
for inference with a relational model is based on the generation of a propositional instance
of the model in the form of a classical Bayesian network, and then applying classical algo-
rithms, such as jointree [1], to compute answers to queries.0888-613X/$ - see front matter  2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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for each ground relational atom. For example, if we have n domain objects o1, . . . ,on, and
a binary relation R(Æ , Æ), we generate a propositional variable for each instance of the rela-
tion: R(o1,o1),R(o1,o2), . . . ,R(on,on). The ﬁrst task in making Bayesian networks over
these random variables tractable for inference is to ensure that the size of the Bayesian net-
work representation does not show exponential growth in the number n of domain objects
(as can easily happen due to nodes whose in-degree grows as a function of n). This can
often be achieved by decomposing nodes with high in-degree into suitable, sparsely con-
nected sub-networks using a number of new, auxiliary nodes. This approach is systemat-
ically employed in the Primula system. Even when a reasonably compact Bayesian
network representation (i.e., polynomial in the number of objects) has been constructed
for a propositional instance, this model will often be inaccessible to standard algorithms
for exact inference, because its global structure does not lead to tractable jointrees.
Even though the constructed networks may lack the global structure that would make
them accessible to standard inference techniques, they may very well exhibit abundant
local structure in the form of determinism. The objective of this paper is to describe a sys-
tem for inference with propositional instances of relational models which can exploit this
local structure, allowing us to reason very eﬃciently with some relational models whose
propositional instances may look quite formidable at ﬁrst. Speciﬁcally, we employ the
approach proposed by [2] to compile propositional instances of relational models into
arithmetic circuits, and then perform online inference by evaluating and diﬀerentiating
the compiled circuits in time linear in their size. As our experimental results illustrate, this
approach can eﬃciently handle some relational models whose Primula-generated proposi-
tional instances are quite massive.1 We note here that the inference approach of [2] is
applicable to any Bayesian network, but is especially eﬀective on networks with local
structure, including determinism. Hence, one of the main points of this paper is to illus-
trate the extent of local structure available in propositional instances of relational models,
and the eﬀectiveness in exploiting this local structure by the approach proposed in [2].
This paper is structured as follows. We start in Section 2 with a review of relational
models in general and the speciﬁc formalization used in this paper. We then discuss in Sec-
tion 3 the Primula system, which implements this formalization together with a method for
generating propositional instances in the form of Bayesian networks. Section 4 is then ded-
icated to our proposed approach for compiling relational models. We provide experimen-
tal results in Section 5, and ﬁnally close with some concluding remarks in Section 6.
2. Relational models
A Bayesian network is a compact representation of a probability distribution and has
two parts: a directed acyclic graph and a set of conditional probability tables (CPTs). Each
node in the graph represents a random variable, which we assume to be discrete in this
paper. Each variable X has associated with it a CPT, which speciﬁes the conditional prob-
abilities Pr(xju), where u is a conﬁguration of the parents U of X in the network.1 Some may recall the technique of zero-compression which can be used to exploit determinism in the jointree
framework [3]. This technique, however, requires that one perform inference on the original jointree before it is
zero-compressed, making almost all of our datasets inaccessible to this method. For a more detailed relationship
to jointree inference, the reader is referred to [4].
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over these variables. Probabilistic queries with respect to a Bayesian network are to be
interpreted as queries with respect to the probability table the network speciﬁes. The main
goal of algorithms for Bayesian networks is to answer such queries without having to con-
struct the table explicitly, since the tables size is exponential in the number of network
variables. Fig. 1 depicts a simple Bayesian network with two of its CPTs.
Relational or ﬁrst-order probabilistic models extend propositional modeling supported
by Bayesian networks by allowing one to represent objects explicitly, and to deﬁne rela-
tions over these objects. Most of the early work on such generic models, which has been
subsumed under the title knowledge-based model construction (see e.g. [5]), combines ele-
ments of logic-programming with Bayesian networks. Today one can distinguish several
distinct representation paradigms for relational and ﬁrst-order models: (inductive) logic-
programming based approaches [6–8], network fragments [9], frame-based representations
[10,11], and probabilistic predicate logic formulas [12]. We review relational models with
an example.
2.1. An example
Consider the well-known example depicted in Fig. 2(a), in which Holmes becomes
alarmed if he receives a call from his neighbor Watson. Watson will likely call if an alarm
has sounded at Holmes residence, which is more likely if a burglary occurs. However,
Watson is a prankster, so Holmes may receive a call even if the alarm does not sound.
We can model this example with a Bayesian network as shown in Fig. 2(b). A query might
be the probability that there is a burglary given that Holmes is alarmed. We could also
consider similar scenarios. Holmes might have multiple neighbors (only some of whom
are pranksters) and become alarmed if any of them calls. There might be multiple individ-
uals who can receive calls, each with distinct neighbors. Or it might be that individuals
share neighbors and individuals who receive calls can also make them. For each of these
scenarios, we can construct a distinct Bayesian network. Moreover, we can imagine need-
ing to deal with many of these situations, and hence needing to construct many diﬀerent
networks.
Each of the situations described represents a combination of various themes, such as
the theme of an alarm compelling a neighbor to call or an individual becoming alarmed
when some neighbor calls. Relational models address domains involving themes by sepa-
rating the model construction process into two phases. We ﬁrst describe a set of generalFig. 1. A Bayesian net with two of its CPTs.
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Fig. 2. (a) A simple alarm scenario, (b) the corresponding Bayesian network, and (c) a graph depicting the
particulars of the situation, as opposed to what is common to all alarm situations.
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four rules:
(1) At a given residence, the probability of burglary is 0.005.
(2) A particular alarm sounds with probability 0.95 if a burglary occurs at the corre-
sponding residence, and with probability 0.01 otherwise.
(3) If an alarm sounds at an individuals residence, then each of the individuals neigh-
bors will call with probability 0.9; otherwise, if the neighbor is a prankster, then the
neighbor will call with probability 0.05; otherwise, the neighbor will not call.
(4) An individual is alarmed if one or more neighbors call.
We highlight here that whether an individual is alarmed depends on the number of the
individuals neighbors, which makes this domain diﬃcult represent with a template-based
language.
Once we have speciﬁed what is common to all situations, in order to specify a particular
situation, we only need specify a small amount of additional information. In the alarm
example, that information consists of which individuals are involved (other than burglars),
who are neighbors of whom, and who are pranksters. We specify a graph where nodes rep-
resent individuals, edges capture the neighbor relationship, and each node is marked if the
corresponding individual is a pranktser. Fig. 2(c) depicts the graph corresponding to the
situation in Fig. 2(a).
One of the main advantages of using a relational model is that a relational model
describes a situation involving themes succinctly. This advantage often makes constructing
a relational model much easier and less error-prone than constructing a Bayesian network.
For example, it is not uncommon for a relational model with a dozen or so general rules to
correspond to a Bayesian network that involves hundreds of thousands of CPT parame-
ters. Another advantage is that much of the work performed in constructing a relational
model can be directly re-used in describing variations of the model, whereas creating
another Bayesian network can involve much more work.
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We use in this paper the language of relational Bayesian networks [12] to represent rela-
tional models, as implemented in the Primula system available at http://www.cs.aau.dk/
~jaeger/Primula. The formal semantics of the language is based on Random relational
structure models (RRSMs), which we deﬁne next.
Deﬁnition 1. Given (1) a set of relational symbols S, called predefined relations; (2) a set of
relational symbols R, called probabilistic relations; and (3) a ﬁnite set D, called the domain;
we deﬁne an SD-structure to be an interpretation of relations S over domain D, that is, a
function which maps every ground atom s(d) (s 2 S, d  D) to either true or false. We also
deﬁne a random relational structure model (RRSM) as a partial function which takes an
SD-structure as input, and returns a probability distribution over all RD-structures as
output.
Intuitively, members of domain D represent objects, and members of S and R repre-
sent relations that can hold on these objects. These relations can be unary in which case
they are called attributes. A user would typically deﬁne the relations in S (by providing
an SD-structure), and then use an RRSM to induce a probability distribution over the
possible deﬁnitions of relations in R (RD-structures). We note here that SD-structures
correspond to skeleton structures in [11]. For the alarm example above, the set D of
objects is the set of individuals. The set of predeﬁned relations S contains a unary rela-
tion, prankster, in addition to a binary relation neighbor. There are four probabilistic
relations in R for this domain. The ﬁrst is calls(v,w): whether v calls w in order to warn
w that his alarm went oﬀ. We also have another probabilistic relation alarmed(v):
whether v has been alarmed (called by at least one neighbor). A third is the relation
alarm(v): whether vs alarm went oﬀ. The last probabilistic relation is burglary(v):
whether vs home has been burglarized. The RRSM is the set of four generic rules
described previously.
We now describe four RRSMs used in our experiments. These models have been imple-
mented in Primula, which provides a syntax for specifying RRSM.2.2.1. Random blocks
This model describes the random placement of blocks (obstacles) on the locations of a
map. The input structures consist of a particular gridmap and a set of blocks. This is rep-
resented using a set of predeﬁned relations S = {location,block, leftof, belowof} where loca-
tion and block are attributes that partition the domain into the two types of objects, and
leftof and belowof are binary relations that determine the spatial relationship among loca-
tions. Fig. 3 shows an input SD-structure. One of the probabilistic relations in R for this
model is the binary relation blocks(b, l) which represents the random placement of a
block b on some location l. Another is connected(l1, l2) between pairs of locations which
describes whether, after placement of the blocks, there is an unblocked path between l1 and
l2. A probabilistic query might be the probability that there is an unblocked path between
two locations l1 and l2, given the observed locations of some blocks (but uncertainty about
the placement of the remaining ones). We experiment with diﬀerent versions of this rela-
tional model, blockmap-l–b, where l is the number of locations and b, the number of
blocks.
B1 B2
Blocks
Locations
1
54
leftof
belowof
2 3
Fig. 3. Input SD-structure.
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In the game of Mastermind, Player 1 arranges a hidden sequence of colored pegs.
Player 2 guesses the exact sequence of colors by arranging guessed sequences of colored
pegs. To each guessed sequence, Player 1 responds by stating how many pegs in the guess
match pegs in his hidden sequence both in color and position (white feedback), and how
many pegs in the guess match pegs in the hidden sequence only in color (black feedback).
Player 2 wins if he guesses the hidden sequence within a certain number of rounds. The
game can be represented as an RRSM where the domain D consists of objects of types
peg, color, and round speciﬁed by corresponding unary relations in S, as well as binary
relations peg-ord and round-ord in S that impose orders on the peg and round objects,
respectively. The probabilistic relations R in the model represent the game conﬁgurations
after a number of rounds: true-color(p,c) represents that c is the color of the hidden
peg p; guessed-color(p,c, r) represents that in round r color c was placed in position p
in the guess. Similarly, the arrangement of the feedback pegs can be encoded. A query
might be the most probable color conﬁguration of the hidden pegs, given the observed
query and feedback pegs. We experiment with diﬀerent versions of this model, master-
mind-c–g–p, where c is the number of colors, g is the number of guesses, and p is the num-
ber of pegs.2.2.3. Students and professors
This domain was used by [13] to investigate methods for approximate inference for rela-
tional models. We have two types of objects in this model: students and professors and two
corresponding attributes in the set S. Professors have two probabilistic attributes in R:
fame(yes/no) and funding_level (high/low). Students have one probabilistic attribute
in R: success(yes/no). Students and professors are related via the binary probabilistic
relation advisor(s,p) in R. According to the model, students use the softmax rule, and
choose advisor i with funding level yi with probability e
yi=
P
ke
yk . With the funding level
discretized into two categories high and low, this reduces to choosing any given rich (poor)
professor with probability zh/(Kzh + Lzl) (zl/(Kzh + Lzl)), where K is the number of rich
professors, L is the number of poor professors, and zh, zl are the (exponentials of) the
funding levels of rich, respectively poor, professors. The probability of success of a student
is deﬁned conditional on the funding level. A query for this model can be the probabilities
for a professors funding level, given the success of his students. Inference in this model
becomes hard very quickly with increasing numbers of professors and students in the
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p–s, where p is the number of professors and s is the number of students.
2.2.4. Friends and smokers
This domain was introduced in [14]. It involves a number of individuals, with relations
in R, such as smokes(v), which indicates whether a person smokes, cancer(v), which
indicates whether a person has cancer, and friends(u,v), which indicates who are friends
of whom. There are no relations in S for this model. The probabilistic model over R is
deﬁned by assigning weights to logical constraints, such as friends(u,v) ^ smokes(u)
! smokes(v). A query for this model might be the probability that a person has cancer
given information about others who have cancer. The Primula encoding of this model uti-
lizes auxiliary probabilistic relations corresponding to the logical constraints. In ground
instances of the model these auxiliary variables manifest themselves as variables in the
Bayesian network, on which evidence should be asserted to indicate that they are always
true. We experiment with diﬀerent versions of this relational model, fr&sm-n, where n is
the number of people in the domain.
3. The Primula system
The RRSM is an abstract semantics of probabilistic relational models. For a practical
system, one needs a speciﬁc syntax for specifying an RRSM. Primula allows users to
encode RRSMs using the language of relational Bayesian networks [12], and outputs
the distribution on RD-structures in the form of a standard Bayesian network.
3.1. Specifying RRSMs using Primula
We now provide an example of specifying an RRSM using Primula. Consider again the
alarm example from Section 2.1 and recall that for this example, the domain is the set of
individuals, the set of predeﬁned relations is S = {prankster(v),neighbor(v,w)}, and
the set of probabilistic relations is R = {calls(v,w),alarm(v),alarmed(v),bur-
glary(v)}. The probability of calls(v,w) is deﬁned conditional on the predeﬁned neigh-
bor and prankster relations (it is 0 if v and w are not neighbors), and on the probabilistic
alarm(v) relation: whether the alarm of v went oﬀ.
This RRSM is speciﬁed in Primula as given in Fig. 4, which provides the probability
distribution on probabilistic relations using probability formulas. These formulas can be
seen either as probabilistic analogues of predicate logic formulas, or as expressions in a
functional programming language. A probability formula deﬁnes both the dependencyFig. 4. Specifying an RRSM using Primula.
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in the input structure), and the exact conditional probabilities, given the truth values of
parent atoms.
The speciﬁcation of the RRSM provides some intuition for why a logic-based approach
might work well when applied to Primula generated networks. In addition to certain num-
bers, we also see in this speciﬁcation a number of logical constructs. For example, each of
the occurrences of (x : y,z) is essentially an application of an if–then–else, and the noisy-or
construct is essentially an existential quantiﬁcation, which can be converted into a disjunc-
tion over a set of auxiliary variables. The utilization of these logical constructs is quite
common in relational models.
3.2. From relational to propositional networks
To instantiate a generic relational model in Primula, one must provide a deﬁnition of an
input SD-structure. For the RRSM deﬁned in Fig. 4, one must deﬁne the set of individuals
in domain D, and then one must deﬁne which of these individuals are pranksters (by deﬁn-
ing the attribute prankster), and who are neighbors of whom (by deﬁning the relation
neighbor). Primula provides a GUI for this purpose, but one can also supply a ﬁle-based
deﬁnition of the domain and corresponding S relations. Fig. 5 presents what one of these
ﬁles might look like. This ﬁle deﬁnes the domain to be D = {Holmes,Watson,Gibbon} and
speciﬁes that Gibbon is a prankster, that Holmes is a neighbor of Watson and Gibbon and
that Watson and Gibbon are neighbors of Holmes.
Given the above inputs, the distribution over probabilistic relations can be represented,
as described in Section 1, using a standard Bayesian network with a node for each ground
probabilistic atom. Our example also illustrates how the in-degree of a node can grow as a
function of the number of domain objects: the node alarmed(Holmes), for instance,
depends on calls(w,Holmes) for all of Holmess neighbors w (of which there might be
arbitrarily many).
The Primula system employs the general method described in [15] to decompose the
dependency of a node on multiple parents. This method consists of an iterative algorithm
that takes the probability formula deﬁning the distribution of a node, decomposes it into
its top-level subformulas—by introducing one new auxiliary node for each of these subfor-
mulas—and deﬁnes the probability of the original node conditional only on the new aux-
iliary nodes. This method can be applied to any relational Bayesian network that only
contains multi-linear combination functions (including noisy-or and mean), and yields a
Bayesian network where the number of parents is bounded by three for all nodes.
Even when one succeeds in constructing a standard Bayesian network of a manageable
representation size, inference in this network may be computationally very hard. It is a
long-standing open problem in ﬁrst-order and relational modeling whether one might
not design inference techniques that avoid these complexities of inference in the ground
propositional instances by performing inference directly on the level of the relationalFig. 5. Specifying an SD structure using Primula.
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results derived in [16] show that one cannot hope for a better worst-case performance with
such inference techniques. This still leaves the possibility that they could often lead to
substantial gains in practice.
Recent work has described high-level inference techniques that aim at achieving such
gains in average-case performance [17,18]. The potential advantage of this and similar
techniques seems to be restricted, however, to relational models where individual model
instances are given by relatively unstructured input structures, i.e., input structures con-
taining large numbers of indistinguishable objects. The potential of high-level inference
techniques lies in their ability to deal with such sets of objects without explicitly naming
each object individually. However, in the type of relational models we are considering
here, the input structures consist of mostly unique objects (in Section 2.2.1, for instance,
the block objects are indistinguishable, but all location objects have unique properties
deﬁned by the belowof and leftof relations). We can identify an input structure with
the complete ground propositional theory that deﬁnes it (for the structure of Fig. 3
this would be the theory blockðB1Þ ^ :locationðB1Þ ^    ^ leftofð2; 3Þ ^    ^
:belowofð5; 5ÞÞ, and, informally, characterize highly structured input structures as those
for which this propositional theory admits no simple ﬁrst-order abstraction. When a rela-
tional model instance, now, is given by an input structure that cannot be succinctly
encoded in an abstract, ﬁrst-order style representation, chances are very small that prob-
abilistic inference for this model instance can gain much eﬃciency by operating on a non-
propositional level.
It thus appears that at least for a fairly large class of interesting models more advanta-
ges might be gained by optimizing inference techniques for ground propositional models,
than by non-propositional inference techniques.
Table 1 depicts the relational models with which we experimented, together with the
size of corresponding propositional Bayesian networks generated by Primula. The table
also reports the size of the largest cluster for the jointree we constructed for these net-
works. Obviously, most of these networks are inaccessible to mainstream, structure-based
algorithms for exact inference. Yet, we will show later that all of these particular models
can be handled eﬃciently using the compilation approach we propose in this paper.
4. Compiling relational models
We describe in this section the approach we use to perform exact inference on propo-
sitional instances of relational models, which is based on compiling Bayesian networks
into arithmetic circuits [2]. Inference can then be performed using a simple two-pass pro-
cedure in which the circuit is evaluated and diﬀerentiated given evidence.
4.1. Bayesian networks as polynomials
The compilation approach we adopt is based on viewing each Bayesian network as a
very large polynomial (multi-linear function in particular), which may be compactly rep-
resented using an arithmetic circuit. The function itself contains two types of variables.
For each value x of each variable X in the network, we have a variable kx called an evi-
dence indicator. For each instantiation x, u of each variable X and its parents U in the net-
work, we have a variable hxju called a network parameter. The multi-linear function has a
Table 1
Relational Bayesian networks, their corresponding propositional instances, and the sizes of their CNF encodings
Relational
model
Bayesian network CNF encoding Arithmetic circuit AC time JT
Vars CPT
Params
Max
Clst
Vars Clauses Nodes Edges Inf
(s)
Comp
(min)
Inf
(s)
Count Log
Mastermind
c–r–p
03–08–03 1220 8326 23 1328 4379 26,021 339,505 18.4 0.029 1 8.25
04–08–03 1418 9802 26 1580 5252 71,666 541,356 19.0 0.052 1 57.48
05–08–03 1616 11,278 32 1832 6125 149,982 942,167 19.8 0.093 1
06–08–03 1814 12,754 37 2084 6998 258,228 1,523,888 20.5 0.152 1
10–08–03 2606 18,658 54 3092 10,490 1,293,323 4,315,566 22.0 0.684 3
03–08–04 2288 16,008 31 2432 8292 186,351 4,859,201 22.2 0.300 2
04–08–04 2616 18,488 39 2832 9712 932,355 19,457,308 24.2 1.734 5
03–08–05 3692 26,186 40 3872 13,453 1,359,391 55,417,639 25.7 4.325 10
Students
p–s
03–02 376 2616 25 618 2131 7927 37,281 15.2 0.005 1 6.14
03–06 764 5512 50 1454 5147 110,196 595,737 19.2 0.056 1
03–12 1346 9856 59 2708 9671 24,219 113,876 16.8 0.018 1
04–08 1571 11,566 72 3099 11,099 95,649 445,410 18.8 0.053 2
04–16 2827 21,070 101 5859 21,115 181,166 815,461 19.6 0.093 3
05–10 2774 20,688 128 5624 20,279 630,092 2,531,230 21.3 0.289 3
05–20 5064 38,168 148 10,734 38,889 1,319,834 5,236,257 22.3 1.844 7
06–12 4445 33,454 176 9209 33,353 4,586,368 16,936,504 24.0 3.212 14
06–24 8201 62,302 233 17,693 64,325 9,922,233 36,450,231 25.1 12.966 33
Blockmap
l–b
05–01 700 4784 18 708 2412 1255 3364 11.7 0.005 1 2.70
05–02 855 5898 21 875 2999 1751 12,306 13.6 0.006 1 6.36
05–03 1005 6972 23 1035 3561 2833 20,636 14.3 0.007 1 27.39
10–01 5650 40,070 52 5670 20,083 10,147 56,998 15.8 0.014 1
10–02 6252 44,444 53 6292 22,318 11,978 309,176 18.2 0.026 1
10–03 6848 48,758 52 6908 24,529 17,749 974,817 19.9 0.058 2
15–01 16,497 116,048 68 16,525 58,094 29,347 224,826 17.8 0.035 2
15–02 17,649 124,298 70 17,709 62,299 33,011 1,798,085 20.8 0.109 3
15–03 18,787 132,436 68 18,877 66,443 47,475 7,643,307 22.9 0.380 6
20–01 39,297 278,138 90 39,335 139,164 69,208 726,787 19.5 0.094 6
20–02 41,337 292,760 90 41,413 146,570 75,299 6,989,375 22.7 0.376 10
20–03 43,356 307,220 92 43,476 153,910 105,602 40,172,434 25.3 2.453 30
22–01 54,318 386,842 104 54,360 193,526 96,424 1,103,074 20.1 0.141 10
22–02 56,873 405,240 103 56,957 202,830 103,980 11,707,536 23.5 0.823 20
22–03 59,404 423,452 104 59,536 212,056 44,136 76,649,302 26.2 4.665 61
fr&sm
n
1 10 46 3 16 44 21 22 4.5 0.001 1 0.00
4 262 1600 13 430 1442 327 380 8.6 0.004 1 0.08
7 1225 7798 36 2023 7007 1,404 1,686 10.7 0.005 1
19 3385 21,880 70 5605 19,655 3,686 4,211 12.0 0.007 1
13 7228 47,086 118 11,986 42,302 7,689 8,616 13.1 0.013 1
16 13240 86,656 172 21,976 77,864 13,919 15,394 13.9 0.016 1
19 21907 143,830 244 36,385 129,257 22,824 25,214 14.6 0.028 1
(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)
Relational
model
Bayesian network CNF encoding Arithmetic circuit AC time JT
Vars CPT
Params
Max
Clst
Vars Clauses Nodes Edges Inf
(s)
Comp
(min)
Inf
(s)
Count Log
22 33715 221,848 316 56,023 199,397 34,877 38,210 15.2 0.040 2
25 49150 323,950 412 81,700 291,200 50,651 55,249 15.8 0.063 3
28 68698 453,376 528 114,226 407,582 70,541 76,273 16.2 0.082 3
29 76212 503,150 560 126,730 452,342 78,203 84,874 16.4 0.107 6
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all evidence indicators and network parameters that are consistent with that instantiation.
For example, the multi-linear function of the network in Fig. 1 has eight terms corre-
sponding to the eight instantiations of variables A, B, C: f ¼ kakbkchahbjahcjaþ
kakbkchahbjahcja þ    þ kakbkchahbjahcja. Given this multi-linear function f, we can answer
standard queries with respect to its corresponding Bayesian network by simply evaluating
and diﬀerentiating this function; see [2] for details.
The ability to compute answers to probabilistic queries directly from the derivatives of f
is interesting semantically, but one must realize that the size of function f is exponential in
the number of network variables. Yet, one may be able to factor this function and repre-
sent it more compactly using an arithmetic circuit. An arithmetic circuit is a rooted DAG,
in which each leaf represents a variable or constant and each internal node represents the
product or sum of its children; see Fig. 6. If we can represent the network polynomial eﬃ-
ciently using an arithmetic circuit, then inference can be done in time linear in the size of
such circuits, since the (ﬁrst) partial derivatives of an arithmetic circuit can all be com-
puted simultaneously in time linear in the circuit size [2].
4.2. Compiling the network polynomial into an arithmetic circuit
We now turn to the approach for compiling/factoring network polynomials into arith-
metic circuits, which is based on reducing the factoring problem to one of logical reasoning
[19]. This approach is based on three conceptual steps, as shown in Fig. 6. First, the net-
work polynomial is encoded using a propositional theory. Next, the propositional theory
is factored by converting it to a special logical form. Finally, an arithmetic circuit is
extracted from the factored propositional theory.2
Step 1: Encoding a multi-linear function using a propositional theory. The purpose of this
step is to specify the network polynomial using a propositional theory. To illustrate how a
multi-linear function can be speciﬁed using a propositional theory, consider the following
function f = ac + abc + c over real-valued variables a, b, c. The basic idea is to specify this
multi-linear function using a propositional theory that has exactly three models, where
each model encodes one of the terms in the function. Speciﬁcally, suppose we have the2 A similar approach has been recently proposed in [20], which calls for encoding Bayesian networks into
CNFs, and reducing probabilistic inference to weighted model counting on the generated CNFs. The approach is
similar in two senses. First, the weighted model counting algorithm applied in [20] is powerful enough to factor
the CNF as suggested by Step 2 below—see [21]. Second, the factored logical form we generate from the CNF in
Step 2 is tractable enough to allow weighted model counting in time linear in the form size [22,23].
Fig. 6. Factoring multi-linear functions into arithmetic circuits.
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encodes the multi-linear function f as follows:Model Va Vb Vc Encoded term
r1 true false true ac
r2 true true true abc
r3 false false true cThat is, model r encodes term t since r(Vj) = true precisely when term t contains the real-
valued variable j. This method of specifying network polynomials allows one to easily cap-
ture local structure; that is, to declare certain information about values of polynomial vari-
ables. For example, if we know that parameter a = 0, then we can exclude all terms that
contain a by conjoining :V a with our encoding.
Step 2: Factoring the propositional encoding. If we view the conversion of a network
polynomial into an arithmetic circuit as a factoring process, then the purpose of this sec-
ond step is to accomplish a similar task but at the logical level. Instead of starting with a
polynomial (set of terms), we start with a propositional theory (set of models). And instead
of building an arithmetic circuit, we build a Boolean circuit that satisﬁes certain properties.
Speciﬁcally, the circuit must be in negation normal form (NNF): a rooted DAG where
leaves are labeled with literals, and where internal nodes are labeled with conjunctions
or disjunctions; see Fig. 6. The NNF must satisfy three properties: (1) conjuncts cannot
share variables (decomposability), (2) disjuncts must be logically exclusive (determinism),
and (3) disjuncts must be over the same variables (smoothness). The NNF in Fig. 6 satis-
ﬁes the above properties, and encodes the multi-linear function shown in the same ﬁgure.
In our experimental results, we use a second generation compiler for converting CNFs to
NNFs that are decomposable, deterministic and smooth (smooth d-DNNF) [24].
Step 3: Extracting an arithmetic circuit. The purpose of this last step is to extract an
arithmetic circuit for the polynomial encoded by an NNF. If Df is an NNF that encodes
a network polynomial f, and if Df is a smooth d-DNNF, then an arithmetic circuit for the
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then replace or—nodes by additions; and ﬁnally, replace each leaf node labeled with Vx
by x and each node labeled with :V x by 1. The resulting arithmetic circuit is then guaran-
teed to correspond to polynomial f [19]. Fig. 6 depicts an NNF and its corresponding
arithmetic circuit. Note that the generated arithmetic circuit is no larger than the NNF.
Hence, if we attempt to minimize the size of NNF, we are also attempting to minimize
the size of generated arithmetic circuit.
4.3. Encoding Primula’s networks
The encoding step described above is semantic; that is, it describes the theory Df which
encodes a multi-linear function by describing its models. As mentioned earlier, the Primula
system generates propositional instances of relational models in the form of classical
Bayesian networks. We now turn to the question of how to syntactically represent in
CNF the multi-linear function of a network so generated. We start with the baseline
encoding deﬁned in [19], which applies to any Bayesian network. The CNF has one Bool-
ean variable Ik for each indicator variable k, and one Boolean variable Ph for each param-
eter variable h. CNF clauses fall into three sets. First, for each network variable X with
domain x1,x2, . . . ,xn, we have:
Indicator clauses : Ikx1 _ Ikx2 _    _ Ikxn
:Ikxi _ :Ikxj for i < j
For example, variable B from Fig. 1 generates the following clauses:
Ikb _ Ikb ; :Ikb _ :Ikb ð1Þ
These clauses ensure that exactly one indicator variable for B appears in every term of the
multi-linear function. The second two sets of clauses correspond to network parameters.
In particular, for each parameter hxnjx1;x2;...;xn1 , we have:
IP clause : Ikx1 ^ Ikx2 ^    ^ Ikxn ) P hxn jx1 ;x2 ;...;xn1
PI clauses : P hxn jx1 ;x2 ;...;xn1 ) Ikxi for each i
For example, parameter hbja in Fig. 1 generates the following clauses:
Ika ^ Ikb ) P hbja ; P hbja ) Ika ; P hbja ) Ikb ð2Þ
These clauses ensure that hbja appears in a term iﬀ the ka and kb appear. The encoding as
discussed does not capture information about parameter values (local structure). How-
ever, it is quite easy to encode information about determinism within this encoding. Con-
sider again Fig. 1 and the parameter hbja = 0, which generates the clauses in Eq. 2. Given
that this parameter is known to be 0, all multi-linear terms that contain this parameter
must vanish. Therefore, we can suppress the generation of a Boolean variable for this
parameter, and then replace the above clauses by the single clause: :Ika _ :Ikb . This clause
has the eﬀect of eliminating all CNF models which correspond to vanishing terms, those
containing the parameter hbja.
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• Primula generated networks contain only binary variables. Therefore, instead of using
one propositional variable for each evidence indicator kx, which would be needed in
general, we use one propositional variable IX for each Bayesian network variable X,
where the positive literal IX represents indicator kx, and the negative literal :IX repre-
sents indicator kx. Not only does this cut the number of indicator variables by half, but
it also relieves the need for indicator clauses. For example, without the enhancement,
variable B in Fig. 1 generates Boolean variables Ikb and Ikb and the two clauses in
Eq. (1). With the optimization, B generates only a single Boolean variable IB and no
clauses. This optimization requires a corresponding modiﬁcation to the decoding step
as indicated below.
• Another enhancement results from the observation that the Boolean indicators and
parameters corresponding to the same state of a network root variable are logically
equivalent, making it possible to delete the parameter variables and the corresponding
IP and PI clauses, which establish the equivalence. The Boolean indicator thus repre-
sents both an indicator and a parameter. For example, without the enhancement,
parameter ha in Fig. 1 generates one Boolean variable P ha and two clauses, IA ) P ha
and P ha ) IA. With the enhancement, the variable and clauses are omitted. This opti-
mization requires a corresponding modiﬁcation to the decoding step as indicated
below.
• Variables and clauses generated by parameters equal to 1 are redundant and therefore
omitted.
Applying these enhancements allows us to create the CNF as follows. For each network
variable X, we create propositional variable IX. If X is not a root, then we perform
three more steps. (1) For each network parameter hxju not equal to 0 or 1, create a
propositional variable P hxju . (2) For each parameter hxju1;u2...;un equal to 0, create clause
:LU1 _ :LU2 _ . . . _ :LUn _ :LX , where LUi is a literal over variable IUi whose sign is the
same as ui, and similarly for LX with respect to x. (3) For each parameter hxju1;u2;...;un not
equal to 0 and not equal to 1, create clauses, LU1 ^ LU2 ^    ^ LUn ^ Lx )
P hxju1 ;...;un ; P hxju1 ;...;un ) LU1 ; P hxju1 ;...;un ) LU2 ; . . . ; P hxju1 ;...;un ) LUn ; P hxju1 ;...;un ) LX , where LUi and
LX are as deﬁned earlier. As an example, the CPT for variable B in Fig. 1 generates the
following clauses:
First CPT row: :IA _ :IB.
Third CPT row: :IA ^ IB ) P hbja ; P hbja ) :IA; P hbja ) IB.
Fourth CPT row: :IA ^ :IB ) P hbja ; P hbja ) :IA; P hbja ) :IB.
Because Primula generates networks with binary variables and nodes with at most three
parents, this encoding leads to a CNF whose size is linear in the number of network vari-
ables. Table 1 depicts the size of CNF encodings for the relational models with which we
experimented.
The special encoding used above calls for a slightly diﬀerent decoding scheme for trans-
forming a smooth d-DNNF into an arithmetic circuit. Speciﬁcally, if X is not a root, then
literals IX and :IX are replaced with evidence indicators kx and kx, respectively. If X is a
root, then literals IX and :IX are replaced with kx  hx and kx  hx, respectively. Moreover,
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disjunctions are replaced by multiplications and additions.
We close this section by pointing the reader to [25], which discusses more recent and
sophisticated encodings to handle Bayesian networks with context-speciﬁc-independence
[26], multi-valued variables, large CPTs, and lesser amounts of determinism.5. Experimental results
We ran our experiments on a 1.6 GHz Pentium M with 2 GB of RAM using a system
available for download at http://reasoning.cs.ucla.edu/ace. Table 1 lists for each relational
model a number of instances, and for each instance a number of measurements. First is the
size and connectivity of the Bayesian network that Primula generated. Primula generates
networks in formats acceptable by general purpose tools such as Hugin and Netica, but
exact inference in these tools cannot handle most of these networks. Next is the number
of variables and clauses in the CNF encodings. Clauses have at most ﬁve literals since
the networks have at most three parents per node.
Table 1 shows additional ﬁndings. First, the table shows the size of the compiled arith-
metic circuit in terms of both number of nodes and edges (count and log base 2). We also
show the time it takes to evaluate and diﬀerentiate the circuit, averaged over 31 diﬀerent
randomly generated evidence sets. By evaluating and diﬀerentiating the circuit, one
obtains marginals over all network families, in addition to other probabilities discussed
in [2].
The main points to observe are the eﬃciency of online inference on compiled circuits
and the size of these circuits compared to the size and connectivity of the Bayesian net-
works. Table 1 also shows the time for jointree propagation using the SamIam inference
engine (http://reasoning.cs.ucla.edu/samiam) on instances whose cluster size was manage-
able. One can see the big diﬀerence between online inference using the compiled AC
and corresponding jointrees.
Table 1 ﬁnally shows the compile time to generate the arithmetic circuits. The compile
times range from less than a minute to about 60 min for the largest model. Yet the time for
online inference ranges from milliseconds to about 13 s for these models. This clearly
shows the beneﬁt of oﬄine compilation in this case, whose time can be amortized over
online queries.
Friends and smokers produces networks with particularly high connectivity. We men-
tioned previously that logical constraints in this model give rise to grounded Bayesian net-
works with evidence that applies to all queries. One might hope that classical pruning
techniques—such as deleting leaf nodes not part of the query or evidence [27] and deleting
edges exiting evidence nodes [28]—might reduce the connectivity of these networks,
making them accessible to classical inference algorithms. This possibility is not realized
though since all of the evidence occur on leaf nodes. However, we can use the method
of [29] to place this evidence into the CNF encoding and compile with the evidence. In par-
ticular, if we know that network variable A corresponds to a logical constraint that must
be true, then we simply add a unit clause ka to the CNF encoding. In fact, injecting these
unit clauses into the CNF encoding prior to compilation has a critical eﬀect on both
compilation time and AC size, as most of these networks could not be compiled other-
wise.
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We described in this paper an inference system for relational Bayesian networks as
deﬁned by Primula. The proposed inference approach is based on compiling propositional
instances of these models into arithmetic circuits. The approach exploits determinism in
relational models, allowing us to reason eﬃciently with some relational models whose
Primula-generated propositional instances contain thousands of variables, and whose join-
trees contain hundreds of variables. The described system appears to signiﬁcantly expand
the scale of Primula-based relational models that can be handled eﬃciently by exact infer-
ence algorithms. It is also equally applicable and eﬀective to any Bayesian network that
exhibits similar properties (e.g., determinism), regardless of whether it is synthesized from
a relational model.
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